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HB 0113 – Elections – In-Person Voting – Proof of Identity – Oppose

The Office of Attorney General (the “OAG”) urges this Committee to unfavorably report
HB 113.
House Bill 113 seeks to adopt a constitutional amendment that would impose an
identification requirement upon each Marylander seeking to vote in person at a polling place or
early voting center. Voters would need to present an election judge “(1) a valid governmentissued photo identification; or (2) a valid nongovernment-issued photo identification and a
current utility bill, bank statement, paycheck, government check or other government document
that states the voter’s name and address.” Under the bill, if the voter lacked identification
satisfying the previous two standards, the voter could only cast a provisional ballot. Section 2 of
the bill includes a General Assembly determination that because the constitutional amendment
“affects multiple jurisdictions . . . that the provisions of Article XIV, § 1 of the Maryland
Constitution concerning local approval of constitutional amendments do not apply.” Finally,
Section 3 of HB 113 proposes to put the constitutional amendment on a November 2022 ballot
for Maryland voters to consider.
Voter identification requirements are unnecessary and serve to disqualify otherwise
eligible voters. They disparately impact the elderly, people of limited means, and people of
color.1 They are, in short, a solution in search of a problem because there is no evidence of
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widespread voter fraud. Maryland law should seek to expand the franchise to as many eligible
citizens as possible, not to constrict the franchise to only those individuals with ID and proof of
address.
For the foregoing reasons, the Office of the Attorney General urges an unfavorable report
on House Bill 113.
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